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Abstract

Statistical block copolymers, composed of donor (D) and acceptor (A) blocks, are

a novel type of material for organic photovoltaics (OPVs) devices. In particular a new

series of polymers based on PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8, recently developed by Merck, offers

high solubility in different solvents, and a high power conversion efficiency (PCE) in

different device architectures. Although it is known that the electronic properties of

these materials may be significantly affected by attaching different functional groups

on different blocks, it is not fully clear how important the influence of the polymer

composition (i.e. the D/A block ratio) is, even if previous studies suggest that this

might also have an effect. Therefore, the effect of the polymer composition in terms

of HOMO, LUMO energies and band gap was explored by studying a number of long

chain oligomers with more than 1000 atoms each, and with different D/A ratios. This

study, that is novel both conceptually and methodologically, was made possible by us-

ing the linear-scaling reformulation of DFT implemented in the ONETEP code. Our

results showed that changing the composition has a significant effect on the electronic

structure of statistical copolymers, making this an alternative and suitable strategy to

obtain materials with desired properties. Also, a systematic analysis of the effect of a

range of different substituents placed in the D and A blocks of PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8

was performed in order to investigate how this class of materials responds to function-

alization. We found that it is not possible to know a priori using chemical intuition

what kind of influence different types of functional groups may have on these systems,

and therefore computational modelling is essential.

Introduction

The world energy consumption is constantly growing and therefore there is a pressing need to

find new and alternative sources of energy in both industry and academia. Technologies based

on renewable and clean energies do exist, and among these, photovoltaics show great promise.

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) based on π-conjugated polymers in particular have drawn
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attention in recent years because of their low manufacturing costs, solution processability

and flexibility, not to mention the fact that these devices are lightweight, and also efficient

in diffuse light and indoors.1 Moreover, despite their relatively low performance, they show

a very fast energy payback time (EPBT): while for silicon-based technologies the EPBT is

in the order of years, for OPV it has been estimated to be in the order of days.2,3

The active layer of an OPV module, in the state-of-the-art bulk heterojunction (BHJ)

architecture,4 consists of a blend of electron-donor and electron-acceptor materials, the first

being typically a conjugated polymer and the latter being in the majority of cases a soluble

fullerene derivative ([6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester, also known as PC61BM or

simply PCBM). This kind of interpenetrating network allows the exciton splitting and the

subsequent generation of an electron and a hole in the form of free charge carriers. Since

the photoabsorption happens in the polymer bulk, the photocurrent conversion efficiency

(PCE) largely depends on the number of photons that are absorbed by the polymer. One of

the most used materials in BHJ devices was poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), a regioregular

homopolymer that led to modules showing a PCE of 6%.5,6 One of the problems of P3HT,

however, lied in its relatively large band gap7 (∼2 eV) that doesn’t allow the absorption

of a large number of photons, since its absorption spectrum overlaps with just a small part

of the solar emission spectrum; it has in fact been estimated that P3HT is able to collect

in the best case scenario only ∼20% of the solar photons.8 Different strategies were then

proposed with the aim of lowering the band gap of these materials, in oder to harvest

photons at longer wavelengths and therefore absorb a wider portion of the solar radiation

that reaches the Earth:9 one of these is the synthesis of donor-acceptor (D-A, or push-pull)

copolymers, formed by alternating electron-rich and electron-deficient blocks. This leads

to an intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) process between the D and A blocks,10 and to

materials having in general a smaller and tunable band gap with respect to homopolymers

like P3HT mentioned above; this effect is due to the orbital mixing between the two different

units. The band gap (and consequently HOMO and LUMO energies) can be carefully tuned
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by combining different acceptor and donor units and/or by changing the functional groups

attached to those blocks. In addition, recent studies suggest that modifying the composition

(i.e. the donor-acceptor ratio) of the material can lead to different HOMO and LUMO

energies.11 This finding can potentially offer a novel strategy for the design of polymers

with desired electronic properties. In general it is desirable to reduce the band gap while

maintaining at the same time a low HOMO level so that a high open-circuit voltage (VOC)

value, and in turn a high efficiency, can be obtained, as proposed by Scharber and co-

workers.12 It has in fact been demonstrated empirically that for BHJ solar cells with PCBM

as the acceptor species, an approximate linear relation exists between the HOMO energy of

the conjugated polymer and the VOC of the device:

VOC = (1/e)(|EDonor
HOMO| − |EPCBM

LUMO |)− 0.3 V, (1)

where e is the elementary charge, the LUMO energy of PCBM is taken as a constant,

and 0.3 V is an empirical value. Moreover ideally, in order to have a good hole mobility

throughout a copolymer chain, valence bands (in other words HOMO energies) of different

blocks should be similar.

One of the top D-A polymers in terms of efficiency, solubility and solution processability

is part of the PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 series, developed by Merck and employed in the solar tree

installation at the German pavillion in Milan EXPO 2015.13 This royal-blue polymer, with a

band gap of 1.7 eV, shows a 9% PCE in lab scale and 4.5% PCE in a fully roll-to-roll (R2R)

module, the latter being the highest reported performance of flexible R2R semitransparent

modules. PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 is a novel class of OPV materials, consisting of statistical

block copolymers composed of substituted benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene (BDT), thiophene

(T), and 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BTZ). The fact that this material is a statistical copolymer

means that blocks may have different lengths, different electronic properties, and may not

be present with a 1:1 ratio in the chain: in fact it has been observed that these materials
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behave differently with respect to regioregular analogues.14 In addition, due to their reduced

regularity, they show a higher solubility in nonhalogenated solvents, and this is of great

importance from an industrial perspective, since widely used solvents such as chlorobenzene

(CB) or ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB) are not suitable for mass production.15

The main focus of this paper is the effect of composition, i.e. the effect of different

block ratios in the copolymer chain, in terms of HOMO, LUMO energies and band gap,

by studying a set of ∼1000-atom oligomers, each one with a different D/A block ratio.

This study, which is both conceptually and methodologically novel, was enabled by using

a linear-scaling DFT approach that allowed the investigation of the electronic properties of

these systems at a far larger scale than possible before. We have also studied the effect of

a range of different substituents both in the donor and acceptor units of some analogues of

PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8, to investigate how and in what measure the electronic properties of

this class of statistical copolymers can be affected by replacing the side chains in the D and

A blocks with electron-donating and electron-withdrawing functional groups.

This study has been carried out using density functional theory calculations. The meth-

ods that have been used are described in Section 2, including the set-up details of the sim-

ulations, while in Section 3 results are presented, together with their interpretation in the

context of OPVs. Finally conclusions are discussed in Section 4.

Methods

The ONETEP program

All simulations were performed in the density functional theory (DFT) framework of elec-

tronic structure theory using the ONETEP (Order-N Electronic Total Energy Package) code

for linear-scaling DFT.16,17 Linear-scaling reformulations of DFT have been known, but suf-

fer from reduced accuracy (i.e. only work with small basis sets); the peculiarity of ONETEP

is that it combines linear-scaling behaviour with large basis set accuracy, allowing efficient
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calculations also on systems composed of thousands of atoms. To achieve linear-scaling be-

haviour, DFT has been reformulated in terms of the one-particle density matrix. In terms

of Kohn-Sham orbitals the density matrix can be expressed as follows

ρ(r, r′) =
∞∑
n=0

fnψn(r)ψ∗n(r
′), (2)

where fn is the occupancy and ψn(r) are the Kohn-Sham orbitals. In ONETEP the density

matrix assumes the form

ρ(r, r′) =
∑
α

∑
β

φα(r)Kαβφ∗β(r
′), (3)

where φα(r) are local orbitals called nonorthogonal generalized Wannier functions (NG-

WFs)18 andK is known as the density kernel. Making the density kernel sparse by truncation

and enforcing strict localization of the NGWFs onto atomic regions leads to linear-scaling

behaviour. To achieve plane-wave accuracy, both the density kernel and the NGWFs, that

are confined into spherical regions centered on each one of the atoms, are optimized during

the calculation. The NGWFs are expanded in a basis set of periodic sinc (psinc) functions19

equivalent to a plane-wave basis, allowing to easily control the basis set quality with just

one parameter, equivalent to the kinetic energy cutoff in conventional DFT codes that make

use of plane waves.

Simulation Details

Three limiting cases of structures were considered: x=0, y=1 and x=1, x=0, where x and

y are the number of units for each block, BDT-T and BTZ-T respectively, as shown in

Figure 1; in other words each single block alone was studied, as well as structures with alter-

nating electron-rich and electron-deficient units. The effect of different substituents was then

explored, in particular: R1, R2=H, F, OCH3, CH3, CN; in a few cases the OCH3 and CH3
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Figure 1: Structure of PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8, with x being the BDT-T block (donor, D) and
y the BTZ-T block (acceptor, A).
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Figure 2: Structures of PNTz4T-2OD and PffBT4T-2OD, two examples of high-performing
polymers.

groups were also replaced with the bulkier OC(CH3)3 and C(CH3)3 groups respectively, in

order to test the effect of steric hindrance on the electronic structure of these materials. The

effect of fluorination on thiophene rings was also considered, as well as the replacement of

benzothiadiazole with naphtho[1,2-c:5,6-c’]bis[1,2,5]thiadiazole (NTZ). As comparative ex-

amples, two high-performing polymers were also taken into consideration: PffBT4T-2OD20

and PNT4T-2OD21 (see Figure 2). The electronic structures of both repeat units and poly-

mers were studied, with a specific focus on the HOMO and LUMO levels, as well as the

band gap (Eg); the structures of polymers were obtained using periodic boundary condi-

tions (PBC) as implemented in ONETEP. When needed, in order to converge band gaps,

more than a single unit was used to build the repeating cells. Note that for structures with

x=0 and y=0 (i.e. BTZ-T, A only, and BDT-T, D only) a single unit consisted of two

alternated benzothiadiazole and thiophene moieties, and two alternated benzodithiophene

and thiophene units, respectively. It is worth mentioning that besides PBC, other methods

to predict band gaps of conjugated polymers have been reported in literature, such as the

extrapolation of the linear (or quadratic) curve of the band gap against 1/n, where n is the
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number of monomer units.22 A comparative study between those methods for a subset of

structures studied in this paper is available in the Supporting Information.

Finally, to overcome the limitation of being able to treat only perfectly alternating copoly-

mers and to allow the study of polymer chains with different block ratios, five oligomers,

each one composed of a total sum of 40 D and A blocks, consisting of ∼1000 atoms were built

using the Materials Studio23 software by setting different values of reactivity ratios for each

block; their geometries were then optimized and their electronic structures were analyzed.

The reactivity ratios used in this work refer to the Mayo-Lewis equation24 (known also as

copolymer equation) and they describe whether a monomer A is more likely to react with

itself rather than with a monomer B during a copolymerization reaction; if the reactivity

ratios are known, then it is possible to predict the final composition of the resulting copoly-

mer. Note that every oligomer presents the same functional groups in R1 and R2 positions,

that is CH3 and OCH3 respectively. In order to avoid the effect of chain twisting and to

make all results comparable, the starting guess structure for each oligomer before geometry

optimization was a flat and linear conformation. Table 1 shows the reactivity ratios of the

D and A units used for each oligomer, together with the number of D and A blocks that

compose each oligomer, and the total number of atoms.

Table 1: Reactivity ratios used in this work for BDT-T (D unit) and BTZ-T (A
unit) for each studied oligomer, together with the number of D and A blocks
present in each chain, and the total number of atoms.

rD rA no. D blocks no. A blocks no. atoms

10 0.1 38 2 1156
5 0.2 36 4 1150
0.2 5 9 31 1069
0.1 10 4 36 1054
1 1 18 22 1096

All the ground-state energy calculations were done in vacuum using the Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional (PBE)25 with the projector augmented wave method

(PAW). It is well known that despite giving a good description of the properties of a chemical
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system, pure functionals, such PBE, fail to accurately describe the Eg of semiconductors:

the width of the gap is underestimated.26,27 A better approximation of the Eg can be ob-

tained with hybrid exchange-correlation functionals such as B3LYP.28,29 Since the available

ONETEP version allows for periodic calculations using non-hybrid functionals only,30 the

hybrid functional B3LYP was also used together with norm-conserving pseudopotentials only

when running simulations on repeat units. After calibration of the method, optimal values

for the kinetic energy cutoff and the NGWFs radii were found to be respectively 800 eV and

9.0 bohr, and they were used for all the simulations.

Results and Discussion

Electronic levels and band gaps

For each studied structure (see Figure 1 and Figure 2), detailed results of the energy levels

(HOMO, LUMO and Eg) are shown in Table 2 both for repeat units and polymers, and in

Figure 3 and Figure 4 for repeat units and polymers respectively. Structures from 1 to 12

all consist of alternating D-A blocks (note that in each structure the A unit corresponds to

BTZ-T, with the only exception of 12 in which the BTZ-T moiety has been substituted with

NTZ-T), structures from 13 to 16 consist of only A blocks (BTZ-T), while the ones from 17 to

21 are composed of just D blocks (BDT-T). Lastly, structures 22 and 23 are PNT4T-2OD and

PffBT4T-2OD respectively, two high-performing polymers studied in literature, as shown in

Figure 2.

Results show that on average, both for repeat units and polymers, structures 13-16 com-

posed of electron-deficient BTZ-T (A unit) present smaller gaps with respect to structures

17-21 composed of electron-rich BDT-T (D unit); structures 1-12, obtained by combining

the previously discussed A and D units, present intermediate values as expected. In addi-

tion it can be seen that electron-withdrawing groups like F and CN tend to stabilize, and

therefore shift to lower values, both HOMO and LUMO levels in both A and D units, while
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the opposite effect is observed for electron-donating groups like CH3 and OCH3.
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Figure 3: Graphical comparison of HOMO, LUMO and Eg of repeat units obtained with
ONETEP using PBE and B3LYP functionals.

Focusing on the energy gaps of repeat units, it is quite remarkable that not only the

values obtained using the B3LYP functional follow the same trend of the ones obtained with

PBE, but also that their absolute difference is rather constant, and close to 1 eV, as shown

in Figure 3. The same behaviour can be observed for HOMO and LUMO energies: the

effect of B3LYP functional is to shift HOMO (LUMO) levels towards lower (higher) values,

but keeping the overall trend unaltered. In particular the shift in HOMO energies ranges

between 0.4-0.5 eV, while for LUMO energies the range is between 0.6-0.7 eV.

Considering now the polymers, band gaps of structures from 1 to 12 range between

0.77 eV for structure 6 (R1=R2=OCH3) to 1.05 eV for structure 10 (R1=F, R2=OCH3).

Even though chemistry considerations would suggest that the strategy to reduce the band
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Table 2: HOMO, LUMO and Eg obtained with ONETEP for all the repeat units
and polymer structures studied in this paper.a

Repeat units Polymers

energies (eV) - PBE energies (eV) - B3LYP energies (eV) - PBE

# R1/R2 HOMO LUMO Eg HOMO LUMO Eg HOMO LUMO Eg

1 H/H -4.75 -3.39 1.36 -5.15 -2.79 2.36 -4.13 -3.22 0.91
2 CH3/H -4.66 -3.36 1.30 -5.06 -2.75 2.32 -4.04 -3.17 0.87
3 H/OCH3 -4.66 -3.23 1.43 -5.06 -2.62 2.44 -4.06 -3.05 1.01
4 CH3/OCH3 -4.54 -3.17 1.37 -4.94 -2.56 2.38 -4.20 -3.25 0.95
5 CH3/OC(CH3)3 -4.51 -3.13 1.38 -4.91 -2.51 2.40 -3.92 -2.95 0.97
6 OCH3/OCH3 -4.18 -3.14 1.04 -4.68 -2.55 2.13 -3.75 -2.98 0.77
7 C(CH3)3/OCH3 -4.50 -3.17 1.33 -4.91 -2.56 2.35 -3.94 -2.98 0.96
8 CN/OCH3 -5.03 -3.56 1.47 -5.43 -2.97 2.46 -4.84 -3.80 1.03
9 CH3/F -4.73 -3.45 1.29 -5.15 -2.85 2.30 -4.48 -3.58 0.90
10 F/OCH3 -4.74 -3.29 1.46 -5.15 -2.67 2.48 -4.51 -3.46 1.05
11 CH3/H (F-T) -4.85 -3.55 1.30 -5.30 -2.96 2.34 -4.66 -3.67 0.99
12 CH3/H (NTZ) -4.72 -3.53 1.19 -5.12 -2.96 2.16 -4.46 -3.61 0.85

13 H -4.93 -3.49 1.44 -5.31 -2.86 2.45 -4.43 -3.68 0.75
14 F -5.19 -3.63 1.56 -5.61 -3.04 2.57 -4.74 -3.88 0.86
15 OCH3 -4.75 -3.26 1.49 -5.15 -2.65 2.50 -4.24 -3.37 0.87
16 CN -5.73 -4.40 1.34 -6.14 -3.83 2.30 -5.57 -4.61 0.96

17 H -4.87 -2.44 2.42 -5.36 -1.72 3.63 -4.48 -3.12 1.36
18 F -5.00 -2.64 2.36 -5.53 -1.94 3.59 -4.75 -3.39 1.36
19 OCH3 -4.19 -2.22 1.97 -4.74 -1.53 3.21 -3.96 -2.81 1.15
20 CH3 -4.67 -2.36 2.31 -5.16 -1.66 3.50 -4.34 -3.01 1.33
21 CN -5.59 -3.54 2.05 -6.08 -2.89 3.19 -5.29 -4.13 1.16

22 PNTz4T-2OD -4.88 -3.42 1.46 -5.32 -2.83 2.49 -4.26 -3.49 0.77
23 PffBT4T-2OD -4.66 -3.38 1.28 -5.03 -2.78 2.25 -4.29 -3.46 0.83
a R1 and R2 are the functional groups in the D and A units respectively. Structures 11 and 12
have the same functional groups as structure 2, but the first one has been fluorinated on the T

rings in position 3 and 4, while in the second one the BTZ moiety has been substituted with NTZ.
Note that structures from 13 to 16 (BTZ-T, A units only), and from 17 to 21 (BDT-T, D units

only) present one functional group only. Structures 22 and 23 are not part of the
PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 series, and therefore only their names are shown.
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Figure 4: Graphical comparison of HOMO, LUMO and Eg of polymers obtained with
ONETEP using the PBE functional with PBC.
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gap would be to increase the HOMO energy by attaching an electron-donating group on

the D unit, and to reduce LUMO energy by attaching an electron-withdrawing group on

the A unit, results show that this isn’t necessarily true: structure 6 for example presents

the lowest band gap in the series despite having electron-donating methoxy groups in both

D and A units. For structure 9 instead, with methyl groups attached to the D unit and

fluorine atoms in the A unit, functionalization doesn’t seem to have any appreciable effect,

at least in the band gap, which is essentially the same as structure 1 with both hydrogens

as R1 and R2, although both HOMO and LUMO energies are shifted towards lower values.

The opposite behaviour was observed for HOMO and LUMO levels of structure 6, since

both of them increased after functionalization, although the effect was more intense for the

HOMO (from -4.13 eV to -3.75 eV) rather than for the LUMO (from -3.22 eV to -2.98 eV);

this is the reason why structure 6 presents the lowest band gap in the series. Structures

5 and 7, both with bulky substituents, present almost the same band gap as structure 4,

despite the HOMO and LUMO energies being different by ∼0.3 eV: this effect is probably

due to the steric hindrance caused by the t-butyl and t-butoxy groups that leads to slightly

non-planar structures, and therefore a lower degree of conjugation and higher HOMO and

LUMO energies. Fluorination on thiophene does seem to have an effect (in contrast to what

can be observed for repeat units), causing an increase in the band gap of 0.12 eV and an

appreciable decrease in both HOMO and LUMO levels, when comparing structure 2 with 11.

The replacement of BTZ with NTZ also has an effect, in particular on the HOMO and LUMO

energies: when comparing structures 2 and 12 (which have the same functional groups), it

is clear how naphthothiadiazole shifts both the frontier orbitals towards lower values, while

the band gap doesn’t seem to be strongly affected. Structure 14, formed by an alternating

fluorinated benzothiadiazole and a single thiophene unit, presents almost the same band

gap as structure 23 (PffBT4T-2OD), that consists of the same fluorinated benzothiadiazole

unit, but alternated with four thiophene units, despite both HOMO and LUMO energies

being higher in the latter. Of great importance is also the HOMO energy offset between the
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Figure 5: Isovalue surface plots of HOMO and LUMO of repeat units 1, 13, and 17.

donor and the acceptor blocks: as previously mentioned, a well-performing material must

have non-vanishing hole mobility, and therefore valence bands of acceptor and donor blocks

should be similar. Structure 13 (R=H) for example matches quite well with structures 17

(R=H) and 20 (R=CH3), structure 14 and 18, both with R=F, have almost exactly the

same HOMO energy, and structure 15 (R=OCH3) matches reasonably well with structure

20 (R=CH3). Structure 16 (R=CN) presents a really deep HOMO level and it doesn’t seem

to match with any of the other blocks, perhaps only with structure 21, which has the same

CN functional group, although the difference in energy is around 0.30 eV.

The localization of frontier orbitals in both repeat units and polymers was also inves-

tigated, as shown in Figure 5: the isosurface plots of HOMO and LUMO for structures

1-12 show a general pattern where HOMO is mostly delocalized throughout the repeat units

(polymers) backbone, while LUMO is mostly localized on the acceptor units (i.e. BTZ and

NTZ), and this is typical for most of the D-A polymers present in literature.31,32 Some func-

tional groups, however, are able to significantly influence the orbitals’ localization, and this

is the case of structures 6 and 8. Structure 6 presents a localized HOMO on the BDT donor

unit due to the electron-donating OCH3 group attached to it, while in structure 8, that

differs from the previous one only for the CN group attached to the D unit, both HOMO

and LUMO are delocalized along the chain; this may suggest that for structure 8 an in-

tramolecular charge separation is less likely to be observed, if observed at all. Structures
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13-16, composed of alternated benzothiadiazole and thiophene moieties, all show delocalized

HOMO and LUMO, regardless of the functional group. This behavior is not typical for D-A

copolymers (in this case, thiophene rings can be regarded as donor groups), as for these

structures frontier orbitals are as delocalized as in homopolymers. The same localization

can be observed for structures 17-21 composed of benzodithiophene and thiophene.
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and band gap of copolymers as a function of the electron redistribution (top graph). The
electron redistribution was defined so that positive values correspond to an increase in the
number of electrons, while negative values correspond to a decrease. The names of the
polymers are in the D/A format, i.e. the first functional group is the one attached to the D
unit, while the second is the one attached to the A unit.

Also, Mulliken population analysis was performed in order to investigate if and how charge

redistribution between D and A blocks may correlate with the band gap trend previously

shown and discussed. Charges were computed on a set of polymers consisting of 8 different D-
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A structures and the corresponding D- and A-only structures; the charge difference between

A and D blocks when bonded together and when bonded with themselves was computed

in order to provide an estimate of how electrons redistribute after copolymerization. The

charge redistribution was then defined as the sum of the charge difference of D and A blocks

separately (note that the total sum of the charge difference between D and A blocks is zero,

as expected). From the bottom plot of Figure 6 it can be observed that in most of the

cases electrons move from the donor to the acceptor unit, even when blocks have the same

functional groups (as in the H/H and OCH3/OCH3 cases), showing that the BTZ-T moiety

has a natural tendency of attracting electrons. However, if a strong electron withdrawing

group, like F or CN, is attached to the BDT-T moiety, electrons flow in the opposite direction,

that is from the A to the D block. The top plot of Figure 6 shows the band gaps of the eight

D-A copolymers as a function of the charge redistribution: it is evident how there doesn’t

appear to be any kind of correlation between these two quantities.

Experimental values of polymer band gaps, where available, were also compared with

the results both obtained from simulations using PBE and B3LYP functionals. While PBE

results were computed under periodic boundary conditions, B3LYP values were obtained with

open boundary conditions due to the impossibility of performing periodic calculations with

hybrid functionals in the current version of ONETEP, as previously mentioned in Section 2;

therefore, the B3LYP results refer to oligomers consisting of 5-6 repeat units each. The

number of repeat units for this set of oligomers was chosen after performing a convergence

analysis of the band gap against the number of units, so that the error in the band gap

of these oligomers was between 0.04-0.03 eV. Figure 7 and Table 3 show that, despite their

absolute values being different due to the use of PBE and B3LYP functionals, the band

gaps obtained with ONETEP follow the same trend as in experiments. As expected, the

PBE provides an underestimate of the band gap, while the hybrid functional is a slight

overestimate, with the only exception of structure 15 whose computed band gap is 0.01 eV

lower than the experimental one; however, this deviation is small and within the experimental
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error. These two functionals provide a lower and a (slight) upper bound respectively for the

experimental band gaps, even if it is worth remembering that it is not certain that B3LYP

will produce overestimates of those quantities: formally Hartree-Fock calculations would

provide the upper bound due to the way that the exchange interaction is calculated; B3LYP

contains only a fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange so this effect is moderated. Finally, it is

also worth noting that the difference between the experimental and the theoretical values is

rather constant, given the experimental error in the determination of optical band gaps.

Table 3: Comparison between numerical values (in eV) of theoretical and exper-
imental Eg of polymers.

polymer exp PBE B3LYP

4 1.7714 0.95 1.83
15 1.7233 0.87 1.71
22 1.58 a 0.77 1.60
23 1.65 b 0.83 1.66

a See ref. 21 b See ref. 20
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Figure 7: Comparison between theoretical and experimental band gaps of polymers.

Long chain oligomers

As previously mentioned, the five long chain oligomers have all the same functional groups in

R1 and R2 positions (CH3 and OCH3 respectively), and therefore first three oligomers taken
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Figure 8: Ball and stick representation of structure 4 oligomer, dimer in PBC, and repeat
unit.

from structures 4 (R1=CH3, R2=OCH3), 15 (R=OCH3) and 20 (R=CH3) were built, and

the results obtained after geometry optimization were compared with the corresponding ones

obtained in periodic boundary conditions, as shown in Table 4. The oligomers of structures

4, 15, and 20 are composed of 19, 18, and 20 repeating units respectively, and Figure 8 shows

a comparison between structure 5 oligomer, a dimer in periodic boundary conditions, and

finally a single repeat unit. The HOMO and LUMO energies of the oligomers were found to

be in very good agreement with the ones obtained in PBC; this is further confirmation that

these polymers have very flat bands: for structures 1-11 and 17-21 only one repeating unit

in the unit cell is enough to obtain reasonably converged energies, while for structures 13-16

at least two units are necessary.

Figure 9 shows a comparison between density of states (DOS) centered around the energy

gaps of single repeat units, polymers obtained in PBC using just one repeating unit, polymers

in PBC but with two repeating units, and finally oligomers with 19, 18, and 20 units. For

each of the structure it was observed that the DOS between repeat units and oligomers are

significantly different: not only the HOMO and LUMO energies get closer because of the

effect of conjugation, leading to a narrowing in the energy gaps, but a broadening of the

states can also be observed, especially for structures 15 and 20. This is consistent with the

fact that while for single repeat units the energy levels are well defined and separated, for

oligomers they become significantly closer to one another, and eventually a semiconductor
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Table 4: Energies of oligomers obtained after geometry optimization, compared
with the ones obtained with periodic boundary conditions.

HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Eg (eV)

structure 4

PBC (1 unit) -4.20 -3.25 0.95
PBC (2 units) -4.20 -3.26 0.94
Oligomer -4.20 -3.28 0.92

structure 15

PBC (1 unit) -4.28 -3.34 0.94
PBC (2 units) -4.24 -3.38 0.87
Oligomer -4.20 -3.34 0.86

structure 20

PBC (1 unit) -4.34 -3.01 1.33
PBC (2 units) -4.33 -3.02 1.31
Oligomer -4.32 -3.03 1.29

band structure is observed. When comparing DOS of oligomers and polymers obtained in

PBC it’s also clear that in general a repeating cell with just one unit (or two units, in the case

of structure 15) is enough to obtain converged numerical values of the HOMO and LUMO

energies, even if the density of states overall are clearly different.

Results of the ground state energies of oligomers obtained with different reactivity ratios

are shown in Table 5. Structures D10-A0.1 and D5-A0.2, composed mostly of D blocks,

Table 5: Energies of oligomers obtained after geometry optimization with differ-
ent reactivity ratios for D and A blocks.a

no. atoms HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Eg (eV)

Pure D 1046 -4.32 -3.03 1.29
Pure A 1042 -4.20 -3.34 0.86
Alternating D-A 1047 -4.20 -3.28 0.92

D10-A0.1 1156 -4.29 -3.29 1.00
D5-A0.2 1150 -4.28 -3.26 1.02
D0.2-A5 1069 -4.23 -3.36 0.87
D0.1-A10 1054 -4.22 -3.36 0.87
D1-A1 1096 -4.25 -3.34 0.91

a Pure D and Pure A refer to BDT-T oligomer and BTZ-T oligomer respectively.
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present HOMO energies close to the one of the Pure D oligomer, while LUMO energies are

closer to the one of the Pure A structure; the band gaps, with values of 1.00 eV and 1.02 eV

respectively, present intermediate values between the ones of Pure D and Pure A structures,

and they are both wider than the one of the alternating D-A oligomer. Structures D0.1-A10

and D0.2-A5, that consist mostly of A blocks, on the other hand present both HOMO and

LUMO energies that are closer to the one obtained for the BTZ-T oligomer; both energy

gaps in turn present almost the same values as the one of the BTZ-T oligomer, and therefore

smaller in magnitude than the one of the alternated D-A oligomer. Finally structure D1-A1

(i.e. a totally random copolymer) presents a HOMO level that is almost the average between

that predicted for the Pure D and Pure A oligomers, while the LUMO energy is exactly the

same as the one of the Pure A structure. Small changes were observed in the HOMO and

LUMO energies, in the order of < 0.05 eV, when comparing the values between the alternated

copolymer and the totally random one; the same observation was found to be true also for

the energy gap, with a change of ∼0.01 eV. It seems therefore that the “sequence effect"34

(i.e. the order of the blocks in the chain) does not play an important role, at least for this

class of materials.

Frontier orbitals of all the oligomers studied present the same localization behavior as D-

A polymers: HOMO is mostly delocalized on the oligomer backbone, while LUMO is strictly

localized on the acceptor groups of the chain.

Conclusions

D-A copolymers are widely used in the field of organic photovoltaics because of their versatil-

ity: HOMO and LUMO energies, as well as the band gap, can be carefully tuned in different

ways in order to obtain materials with suitable and desired optical properties (such as a low

band gap), with the aim of boosting the efficiency of this kind of devices. This study in

particular focused on the effect of composition on a class of statistical copolymers, and the
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model structures used in this paper consisted of analogues and blocks of the high-performing

PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 developed by Merck.

The effect of composition was studied by modifying the D/A block ratio in the polymer

chain, without changing the functional groups. The block ratio was modified by setting

different values of reactivity ratios and the final compositions of the oligomers were obtained

by using the Mayo-Lewis equation as implemented in the Materials Studio software. This

study was enabled by the linear-scaling reformulation of DFT in the ONETEP code, that

allowed calculation at a far larger scale than possible before: it was then possible to study

a series of long chain oligomers composed of more than a thousand atoms, allowing us to

obtain of well converged energy levels, which would have been impossible otherwise (previous

theoretical works on this subject made use only of small tetramers11). Our results show that

the composition plays a very important role in the determination of the electronic properties

of a D-A copolymer: when varying the D/A block ratio, changes in the energy gap of the

same material were observed and were in the order of ∼0.1 eV, an effect that is to some

extent comparable to changing the functional groups. The band gap of the studied material

ranged between ∼1 eV (in the case where more D units were present in the chain) and

0.87 eV (in the opposite case, where a higher number of A units was present in the chain).

From these results it is clear that modifying the block ratio of the polymer (in other words,

modifying the synthesis strategy) leads to structures with significantly different electronic

properties, without the need to change the functional groups. In addition, at least for this

class of statistical copolymers, the sequence effect doesn’t seem to significantly affect the

HOMO, LUMO and band gap, since only a small change in these values was observed when

comparing the energies of an alternating D-A oligomer with a completely random one, built

by assigning the same reactivity ratios for both blocks.

An extensive study on the electronic properties of this class of materials was also per-

formed: in order to understand how the electronic structure of PBTZT-stat-BDTT-8 is

susceptible to functionalization, the effect of a number of substituents attached to its donor
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and acceptor units was investigated. Different functional groups were tested, both electron-

withdrawing and electron-donating. In general electron-withdrawing groups were found to

cause a decrease in both HOMO and LUMO energies and in both A and D units, while

electron-donating groups on the contrary showed the opposite effect. However, when com-

bining the donor and the acceptor units together it was hard to rationalize the effect of

specific substituents in terms of HOMO and LUMO energies: this suggests that it is unlikely

to know a priori using chemical intuition how a functional group can influence the energy

levels of a D-A copolymer, and therefore computational modelling is a useful and essential

tool. This finding is also supported by the fact that no correlation could be found between

the band gaps and the charge redistribution of the materials studied. The results were also

supported by comparing computed energy gaps, using both hybrid and GGA functionals,

with the corresponding experimental ones present in literature, and despite the obtained the-

oretical values with PBE being smaller in magnitude than the experimental ones (or slightly

higher and/or comparable in the case of B3LYP), we were able to accurately reproduce the

experimental trend.

The results shown in this paper can be used as a starting point for the design of efficient

D-A statistical copolymers with suitable electronic properties for OPV devices. However,

more in-depth studies need to be done in order to address more complex problems regarding

these kinds of materials, such as the effect of chain-chain stacking and the interaction between

these polymers and fullerenes.

Supporting Information Available

Extrapolation of band gaps by linear and quadratic fit for a set of structures (4, 15, 22,

23), as a comparative example to results obtained with PBC and, in some cases, to results

of the long chain oligomers. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at

http://pubs.acs.org/.
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